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May 1, 2020 

 

Dear Sir Knights and Ladies, 

I hope all is well with you and your family as you read this monthly letter.  To say that we are currently living in a 

crazy time would be an understatement.  I know that not all of us can stay home 24/7, but when we do venture 

out, we need to practice “SAFE” social distancing and proper personal hygiene such as washing your hands more 

frequently, wearing your mask, and be conscious of possible paths of Covid-19 contamination. 

During the month of May, all Assemblies should be holding their election of Assembly Officers for the 2020-2021 

Fraternal Year, per the Laws and Rules Governing the Fourth Degree, Article VIII, Section 24, sub-section (j), page 

18.  Form 186 should be submitted electronically to Supreme with a copy sent to your District Master and VSM 

at spwasmund@aol.com.  This will ensure that any future mailings sent out to your Assembly will be sent to the 

correct individual. 

The date and method of installing the Assembly officers for the 2020-2021 fraternal year will be determined by 

your District Master. 

There are two Districts within the Province that have scheduled Exemplifications the first half of June.   MI-D2 

Exemplification will be held in DeWitt on June 6th and its Class Honoree will be Bishop Boyea.  OH-D2 will be 

holding two Exemplifications with the first one taking place in Toledo on June 6
th

 with its Class Honoree being 

Michael Taylor.  OH-D2’s second Exemplification is scheduled the following week, June 13
th

 in Middletown 

located half way between Cincinnati and Dayton.  This is subject to change based on our State Governor's 

directives at the time.  You might want to encourage your Assemblies to attend one of these Exemplification for 

those Assemblies that may be just short of achieving their adjusted membership quota which would qualify 

them for the Star Assembly Award. 

If you have not submitted your “CIVIC AWARD” application, I would recommend you do so now.  Many 

Assemblies participate in various programs throughout the year.  You should be proud of what you do so why 

not get credit for it.  The form can be found on the Supreme website or contact your District Master.  Please 

remember to send a copy sent to your District Master and VSM. 

I thank those Faithful Navigators who took the time to submit the “TO BE A PATRIOT ENTRY FORM” on behalf of 

their Assembly.  Once again, if your Assembly holds the programs, then why not get credit for it. 

Has your Assembly filed their Form 990-N with the IRS yet?  It is due no later than May 15
th

 if your Assembly is 

on the calendar year, or November 15
th

 if on a fraternal calendar year.  This is required by the IRS to maintain 

your non-profit status. 
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I participated in the Biennial District meetings that were held virtually and I was asked about this year’s 

Provincial Meeting.  As you may know, we decided not to go back to the Wyndham Gardens due to the 

issues experienced the past several years.  We looked into several other locations but due to their 

room price and/or beverage and food policy, it became prohibitive.  Then the COVID-19 showed its 

ugly face and everything has been placed on hold.  Since none of us know what the future holds for us 

in the September/October timeframe in the way of State restrictions and the possibility of the 

reemergence of COVID-19, I have elected to cancel the Provincial meeting for 2020.  It is my intention 

to install your District Master at his Fall Exemplification which will make it more personable.   

Even though there will not be a Provincial Meeting this year, it doesn’t mean we need to forget about 

our Sir Knights and Ladies that need to be recognized for their time and effort in exemplifying 

patriotism.  Forms can be retrieved of the Provincial website www.hennepinprovincial.org under the 

Provincial Meeting tab, filled out with supporting documentation and sent to your District Master.  The 

awards for District Sir Knight and Lady of the Year will be handed out at your District’s Fall 

Exemplification. 

Last week I received an inquiry concerning the availability of the overcoat that was mentioned in “The 

Supply Room’s” newsletter this past February (found on the Provincial website under the Color Corps – 

TSR tabs).  With no mention of the overcoat on their website, I called them and found out that its 

release has been delayed due to COVID-19, go figure.  They are now projecting that it should be 

available in July.  They also mentioned that they will be sending out another newsletter updating 

everyone as to their status and what to lookout for in new product releases.  I will post their 

newsletter on the Provincial website once I receive a copy. 

Please continue to stay home and stay safe.  Lady Susan and I have you all in our thoughts and prayers. 

Fraternally Yours and God Bless, 

Clifford F. Wasmund 
Vice Supreme Master 


